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Abstract: The WDS catalog contains (as of August 2017) more than 100,000 objects which are currently not considered to be physical. For 26,840 of these objects both components were identified in the UCAC5 catalog and checked with UCAC5 proper motion data using a common proper motion (CPM) assessment scheme according to Knapp and Nanson 2017 with extensions. A surprisingly large number of these pairs seem to be physical. Additionally, GAIA DR1 positions are given for all components, and precise separation and position angle based on GAIA DR1 coordinates were calculated for all of the 26,840 pairs.

1. Introduction

The WDS catalog contains (per the August 2017 release) more than 100,000 double stars listed without “V” or other code declaring them as possibly physical pairs. The most recently available precise proper motion data in the GAIA DR1 catalog allows for a very reliable check of this assumption, but the TGAS subset of GAIA DR1 with only about 2,000,000 stars covers only a small number of the WDS stars. The next reliable source of precise proper motion data is (with some caveats – see paragraph 4) the UCAC5 catalog, as it contains data for more than 100,000,000 stars based on re-reduction of the UCAC images using TGAS objects as reference stars and comparing the UCAC5 positions with those in the GAIA DR1. This gave us a huge increase in the number of objects available to check against the selected WDS objects.

2. Selection and Identification of the Objects

A program was written that parsed the wds_precise.txt catalog and found all binaries that did not have a “V” or other designation in their notes column indicating a physical pair. This list was then searched by a second program for UCAC5 stars that corresponded to the WDS pair. The UCAC5 star needed to be within 4 arc seconds and not brighter than a magnitude (visual bandpass) and no fainter than two magnitudes of the WDS star. If both members of a UCAC5 pair were found, the position angle of the UCAC5 stars needed to be within 4 degrees of the most recent WDS observation. The results of this search formed the basis for our subsequent analysis, reported in this paper.

There is the question of possible false positives in our survey. We did a counter-check by selecting the objects with the largest difference in separation and position angle between WDS and GAIA DR1 as such differences are either the result of very different proper motions as reported by the WDS and UCAC5 or the consequence of a misidentification. The most suspect objects we checked here were WDS discoverer designations B 184 AB, HDS 2154 and 2857, KUI 100 AB and AC, LDS 352 and 372, LMP 35 AC, HDS 2857, ENO 3, OSO 68 AC, RSS 409 and 426, STI1 318 and WNO 24. In all cases the explanation was that one component had an extremely fast proper motion leading to a quick change in separation and position angle and none of these objects proved to be an incorrect identification. This does certainly not mean that we can be sure that there are no false positives in our data set.
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at all but we are confident that the number of misidentifications is certainly less than one in a thousand.

3. Results

The table with the results is far too large to be given here in print so we list here only a selection of columns for the first 25 objects sorted by WDS ID. The full table with data for all of the objects including content description can be downloaded as a spreadsheet from the JDSO website as “WDSvsUCAC5 II”.

The programs used to select pairs in the WDS, and then match those stars with ones in the UCAC5, and then check for misidentifications are posted here: https://sourceforge.net/projects/codefromwdsvsucac5/files/?source=navbar.

During the work on this report it became evident that there is a difference between assessing double stars for being potential common proper motion pairs and counter-checking assumed CPM pairs – in the latter case we have large proper motion data values and rarely objects with very small proper motion values. In the former case a good number of the objects have, for both objects, proper motion values far too small to be significant. For this reason the CPM assessment scheme was extended to reflect this fact (A planned extension of the letter based CPM rating scheme – Knapp 2018, is in preparation). We also suggest the introduction of a new WDS catalog note code indicating “Tested for common proper motion – most probably optical, but undecidable with given proper motion data” to avoid a simply undefined state in this regard.

The following data is given in Table 1.

- WDS ID.
- Name = Discoverer ID.
- GAIA DR1 coordinates for the primary (observation epoch 2015) in degrees.
- Separation and position angle calculated from the GAIA DR1 positions for primary and secondary.
- Proper motion vector direction for both components calculated from UCAC5 proper motion data in degrees.
- Proper motion vector length for both components calculated from UCAC5 proper motion data in mas/yr.
- CPM rating and score (see Appendix A).
- Notes with comments.

The full data set available for download also contains additional columns to provide full information on all checked objects.

4. Reliability of UCAC5 Proper Motion Data

The UCAC5 RA and Dec proper motion errors are about 1-2 mas for most objects (see Zacharias et al. 2017), but some of the UCAC5 objects have e_pm values larger than 6 mas (see Knapp and Bryant 2018). This seems somewhat surprising as this is the error range one gets usually when comparing 2MASS to GAIA DR1 positions and why a proper motion catalog like UCAC5 based on plate solving with TGAS refers.

(Text continues on page 430)

Figure 1. 2MASS image of STF1869A showing the 2MASS position as well as the UCAC5 position (both are J2000 coordinates) with a “separation” of 577mas.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RA A</th>
<th>Dec A</th>
<th>Mag</th>
<th>PMRA</th>
<th>PMDEC</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00000+0404</td>
<td>0.02523107</td>
<td>40.0152</td>
<td>1.409727</td>
<td>66.2528</td>
<td>Discoverer</td>
<td>CPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00002+2519</td>
<td>0.00552357</td>
<td>40.0879</td>
<td>1.409727</td>
<td>66.2528</td>
<td>Discoverer</td>
<td>CPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00000+0404</td>
<td>0.02523107</td>
<td>40.0152</td>
<td>1.409727</td>
<td>66.2528</td>
<td>Discoverer</td>
<td>CPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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ence stars should deliver data with such large errors is unknown. This puzzle led to the examination of some of the UCAC5 objects with the largest pm error values in our sample and to our surprise we found at least some of these objects are listed with sizable (greater than 60 mas in RA and Dec) position errors when compared with 2MASS. For example STF 1869 - the 2MASS image in Figure 1 shows the 2MASS position as well as the UCAC5 position (both are J2000 coordinates) with a “separation” of 577mas. This difference is difficult to explain based on usual measurement errors or with proper motion between the observation epochs with a time delta of only about one year. Due to this difference our UCAC5 based CPM assessment in this case is “almost certainly optical” while the 2MASS to GAIA DR1 position comparison results in a “good CPM candidate”.

So far we have no explanation for this odd situation rendering UCAC5 a much less reliable proper motion and especially position data source than expected. Zacharias et al. 2017 suggest larger \( e_{pm} \) numbers may be expected for stars fainter than 15mag but while many of the suspect objects are indeed rather faint there are also many objects far brighter than 15mag. We intend to investigate this issue more in detail in a separate report which is in preparation.

5. Summary

Out of 26,840 counter-checked V-coded WDS objects:

- 302 objects were flagged due to proper motion error values considered to be too large for reliable CPM assessment – this is in comparison to our report on counter-checking WDS V-coded objects with 290 out of 4,937 objects (Knapp and Bryant 2018) a significantly smaller number
- 176 qualified as perfect AAAA CPM candidates with (within the given error range) ident proper motion vector direction and length, PM error size of less than 5% of PM vector length and a relationship of angular separation to PM speed of less than 100 years. This means these pairs are almost certainly physical.
- 2,092 qualified as solid CPM candidates with (within the given error range) ident proper motion vector direction and length but with minor issues regarding PM error size and relationship of angular separation to PM speed. These are also to consider as almost certainly physical.
- 2,465 qualified as good CPM candidates with proper motion vector direction and length differences within twice the given error range and with only minor issues regarding the PM error size and relationship of their angular separation to PM speed. Some differences in PM vector length and direction might be caused by an orbit depending on the plane of the orbit with respect to the sky so this class of objects might contain a few doubles with orbits.
- 812 objects qualified as weak CPM candidates with a rather small probability for being physical with the caveat of insignificant pm data for a few of them.
- 966 objects are probably optical as their proper motion vector direction is beyond twice but within triple the given error range, as well as showing some PM vector length differences again with the caveat of insignificant pm data for a few of them.
- 16,659 of the remaining 20,027 objects are almost certainly optical pairs.
- The remaining 3,368 objects are also almost certainly optical but the proper motion values are far too small to be considered definitive.

These results show the need for a systematic check of all WDS objects for being potential physical or not. Statistics for a few selected double star discoverer ID’s: Perfect to good CPM candidates are

- A: 14 out of 125 objects
- B: 86 out of 415 objects
- BAL: 206 out of 1,257 objects
- BRT: 306 out of 1,125 objects
- DAM: 80 out of 528 objects
- ES: 166 out of 867 objects
- GRV: 390 out of 705 objects
- HJ: 721 out of 3,334 objects
- J: 194 out of 1,097 objects
- LDS: 284 out of 418 objects
- POU: 166 out of 2,956 objects
- SKF: 99 out of 251 objects
- STF: 269 out of 1,190 objects
- STI: 144 out of 1,174 objects
- TDS/TDT: 35 out of 127 objects
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Appendix A
Description of the CPM Rating procedure (Knapp and Nanson 2017) with Extensions (Knapp 2018, paper in preparation)

Four rating factors are used: Proper motion vector direction, proper motion vector length, size of the position error in relation to the proper motion vector length according to Knapp and Nanson, with an extension for relating separation to proper motion speed.

- Proper motion vector direction ratings: “A” for identical direction within the error range (calculated by assuming the worst case of the position error pointing in the right angle to the PM vector), “B” for similar direction within the double error range, “C” for similar direction within the triple error range, and “D” for outside the triple error range.

- Proper motion vector length ratings: “A” for identical length within the error range (calculated by assuming the worst case of the position error pointing in the direction of the PM vector), “B” for similar length within the double error range, “C” for similar length within the triple error range, and “D” for errors outside of this.

- Error size ratings: “A” for an error size of less than 5% of the proper motion vector length, “B” for less than 10%, “C” for less than 15%, and “D” for an error size larger than 15%.

- Relation of separation to proper motion speed: "A" for less than 100 years, "B" for less than 1,000 years, "C" for less than 10,000 years, and "D" for greater than 10,000 years.

To compensate for excessively large position errors resulting in an “A” rating despite high deviations proper motion direction and/or angle, an absolute upper limit is applied regardless of the calculated error size:

- Proper motion vector direction: Upper limit 2.86° difference for an “A”.

- Proper motion vector length: Upper limit 5% difference for an “A”.

To make the letter based assessment results easier to understand a transformation into a probability percentage for being physical with a corresponding verbal description is added.

Additionally the relationship of proper motion error size to proper motion vector length is checked (by RMS over all e_pm values larger than sum of PMVL*0.3) for being too large to allow for reasonable CPM assessment – in these cases the verbal description “but undecidable with given PM data” is added.